Marking Guide
This is a guide to help new markers settle into the marking role showing examples of what to expect
and how to go about marking papers. All papers provided from the schools will be available on the
UKLO Portal to download. For this demonstration, please open up Question 7 from Round 1 of the
2022 papers (Korowai and Haraui) provided in this guide. As you can see now by scrolling through the
pdf, Information provided for the marker should include:
•

•
•

The Question Paper ( as seen by the students) with details on the questions and question data.
This helps to add context for markers so the answers provided by the students can be facechecked with the question that was asked of the students.
The Marking Scheme usually written in red (seen only by markers n.b. do not give out mark
schemes to anyone before results are released to schools)
A commentary of the question and the linguistics involved in solving the question (this can be
helpful for markers to get an idea on how to judge grey areas in marking, as well as an
appreciation of the stages involved in the problem solving).

The Korowai and Haraui paper was in general poorly answered by students at the time. It was
considered a difficult question for Round 1 despite being only question 7 (students answer questions
6-10). This is to say that sometimes the hardest question for students is not the last one, so please do
not treat questions differently based on the question number ( e.g. giving points away easily on
questions 6-7 and being harsher for questions 9-10), since we cannot determine for sure which is
supposedly harder than another ( though we try to make an educated guess, the 2022 papers teach
us that sometimes we guess wrong1). Always base your judgement on what is written in the marking
scheme.
The marking scheme for question 7 in particular is on the harder side, and should give you a realistic
idea on what to expect on the day of marking. Here is a copy of the marking scheme. Please read
through the details given in red

1

(For closure on the issue) Some may argue that it was not the question that was difficult, but a fault with how
harshly points were allocated in the marking scheme, or how the question was framed (large data set) that
made the question less attractive to answer. This is all a matter of debate, but collectively it would still
characterise it as a harder question in general (either harder by its large data set or harder to score). For
whatever reason, students just didn’t answer it as well. There are questions in objective difficulty and
perceived difficulty by students. If we cannot linearly account for all these questions to predict the difficulty of
a question, then it is a message to markers that the perception of difficulty of a question due to its question
number must be proceeded with caution and should not be assumed.

Here is an example of a student’s submission for this question

First off, completely correct answers warrant full marks and completely wrong answers warrant no
marks, so 7.1a) gets 1 ( green circles indicates total points allocated for that question part), 7.1b) gets
3, 7.1c) gets 2 ( because they wrote lafol + anop and not wayaful + anop); 7.2a) gets 0 ( since it’s totally
wrong), 7.2b) gets 2, and 7.2c) gets 0; 7.3a) gets 0, 7.3b gets 1 ( n.b. it would have been zero if they
wrote 2 index fingers)

Say for example the student wrote ‘2 index finger’ instead without the slash. 2 index finger would
have been a grey area and may have warranted a half mark, which would be 0 in this mark scheme by
default, but some markers may argue that the lack of a comma or divider between 2 and index finger
does not justify a combined unit and so would get a 1 for ‘2’. When we end up in sticky situations like
these, it is a general principle to mark positively and optimistically, giving benefits of the doubt where
we can. So, if there is a strong argued position for both 0 or 1, we conclude to give 1 out of generosity.
The rationale behind this is to encourage as many students as possible to participate in these exams,
and their score hopefully will reflect their maximum achievement. It is in line with our mission to
generate interest in linguistics and to keep them coming back for more.
Continuing, 7.3c) gets 1, 7.3d) gets 2, and 7.3e) gets 2. In total, that is 14/30. These points should go
into the appropriate cell on the UKLO portal system ( be careful not to mix up the names or accidentally
put the numbers into the wrong row or column, check, check, check!).
Let’s turn the heat up a bit, the next one is a challenging mark, try to mark this student’s answer
yourself first before reading my commentary.
Let’s now try the Zuni question, question 8 also in this marking guide. There is a specific reason why
I’m bringing this one up, and in my opinion, was the most challenging marking scheme for Round 1.
Please open up the Zuni question and read the red as before.

Commentary
This is a challenge for the marker, not only because of the mark scheme, but because of the grey areas
left by this student’s answer. First of all, the marking scheme assumes knowledge from question 7, so
you need to remember the general rules from question 7. There are also marks assigned for writing
nothing ( the blanks _ is 1 mark each). This student’s paper also tells the marker that it is no longer
sufficient to ‘just mark the answers against the mark scheme’. We have contextual issues, which can
only be resolved by understanding the question and the data the student has been given. I will explain
what I mean by that now.
Let’s move through this slowly. 8.1a). We have ‘ I overtook them’. There is a tense error (clear mistake),
and usage of the third person plural accusative ‘them’. What’s wrong with ‘them’? Can we give the
benefit of the doubt that them is synonymous with it or him? What about the possibility of gender
neutrality from the student where they meant ‘him’ but wrote ‘them’ out of habit? Should we give 3
or 2 for this question? The only way we can get a clearer picture is to look at the question data itself

The question data distinguishes, him, them and it ( purple circles show ‘them’ in the data, and you can
see him and it in green and across the table). We wouldn’t have known this had we not have looked
at the question data. This is why I stress not only look at the answers and the marking scheme, it is
only part of the picture, and in this case, we have to dig deeper into why the student wrote ‘them’.
Now let’s look at the questions:

Odd. Let’s look at the commentary to determine what these affixes mean:

Ok, so ho’ means I. The student got this correct, but ‘them’ is actually a:w ( since the verb elate begins
with a vowel). So if the student was correct, it would read ho’a:welatekä, but the answer is ho’elate.
In Zuni, if there is no suffix to the verb it means the object is either him or it ( her actually isn’t in the
data). The strong distinction between him/it and them in Zuni makes them non-synonymous as a
translation, which means that the student could not have meant him by writing ‘them’, and in Zuni
where gender neutrality supposedly isn’t even a thing, or if it is has not been made explicit in the data.
For UKLO questions, it is made explicit to directly translate word by word the target language into
English without taking into account linguistic variation or subtleties in English. In addition, a solid
understanding of affixes in Zuni from data would favour a ‘him/it over them translation’ argument
over a gender neutrality argument that him and them are the same. So ‘them’ is categorically wrong.
The student gets 2 for 8.1a). Now I know you will say ‘ but shouldn’t we give the benefit of the doubt

and mark generously and assign a 3 when the choice is between a 2 or a 3?’. The argument for a 3 is
strongly invalidated by the data in the question, so there is no contention on this point in order to
consider generous mark giving. ‘them’ as a direct translation from Zuni to English in the context of
‘ho’elate’ is just wrong, no ifs or buts.
We will use what we learnt for question 8.1b), now the student has written ‘they bury them’ instead
of ‘He buried them’. The student has now made a repeated error on tense, so perhaps is unaware of
it. But there’s something peculiar with this student’s answer. This time, the student has correctly
identified the object as them instead of ‘it’ or ‘him’. This is evidence to show the student does not
understand the difference in zuni between him and them, and perhaps even they and he. Guessing is
a possible explanation for this ( as there is a 50:50 chance of getting it right). Zuni also strongly
distinguishes between they ( na:we) and he (nothing), so they is wrong. Therefore, for 8.1b) the
student gets 2. 8.1c) is a similar story and gets a 3. The student continues to make a tense mistake,
but this time gets subject and object correct! However, if you chart out the student’s answers, you
will be convinced that the student is just guessing. There’s no evidence to show a solid understanding
on how ergative-absolutive works or the affixes that are labelled by them, unfortunately.
8.2 now is a translation from English to Zuni. We may have different results here, so it’s wise not to
carry over conclusions from 8.1 into 8.2 and mark the answers as they appear. 8.2a) gets a 3 ( 1 for a:,
1 for the lack of an ergative ( blank), and 1 for a correct tense particle. Surprise, surprise! The student
has correctly identified the past tense particle in Zuni, but was unable to tell tense when working from
Zuni to English in 8.1, interesting! One explanation for this could be the familiarity of tense in English
vs the familiarity of tense in Zuni. Tense became salient to the student at 8.2, but before then was not
salient/important so proceeded to write it all in the same tense, thinking it was not part of the problem.
This could also be evidence that the student did not double check their answer to 8.1, since the
realisation of a past tense particle (and that tense is important in this question) in 8.2 could have
changed some answers in 8.1. There is also some commentary to make about the double a: . To think
it was a duplicate of the verb would be strange since there is no evidence for verb-duplication. What
did the student think a: was? He, when it’s meant to be they.
Let’s move on to 8.2b) looking for a translation of ‘they chopped it’. The student has written a:wa:aptsi
when the answer should be aptsinapkä. There are a couple of misunderstandings. The student most
likely has written a:wa: + aptsi, assuming a:wa is a unit when it’s not. This can be understood since the
data uses a:wa: a lot and appears to form a unit. It is unclear whether the student thought a:wa: meant
‘they’ or ‘it’, but a likely explanation is the student thought it meant ‘they’ since a:w is used for the
plural absolutive 3rd person, which means the student recognises that ‘it’ is blank or that blanks can
be used to describe subjects or objects. It’s unclear if the student recognises the difference in affixal
concatenations for transitive and intransitive verbs, but if not would not recognise an ergative. The
lack of a tense marker here is yet again surprising, and thus cancels the student’s realisation of a tense
particle and not double checking as an explanation for getting it right in 8.2a) and wrong in 8.1). This
seems to be guessing again. So I would assign 1 here ( 0 for wrong subject, 1 for correct stem, 0 for
lack of ergative and 0 for lack of tense marker).
8.2c) diminishes the assumption I’ve made that the student sees a:wa: as a unit, because now the
student either sees this as a:wa: + … or a:w + a: . The student is trying to translate ‘they grew’, which
doesn’t help us make any progress on this, because the student could have simply written ‘they’ to be
a:wa: and given up on identifying a verb stem. It could also be that the student did identify the verb
stem to be a: (misread grow for ‘go’) even though grow is la’a (as has been demonstrated in previous
answers where the student makes an effort to identify verb stems). Both explanations are valid.
Considering the answer is a:la’a_kä, the student has not identified a tense particle, has not identified

the correct verb stem; there is not much evidence to show knowledge of an understanding of an
ergative, let alone the lack of it, and the subject is wrong ( whether you interpret it as a:w or a:wa).
For this question, the student gets a 0. So far our assumption that the student sees a:wa as a unit
remains inconclusive, but if it’s true shows a misunderstanding in the general structure of Zuni
grammar and the general strategy seems to be form the verb and put things around it or write pieces
of the translation that is thought to be correct.
8.2d) is a mystery to me. For the translation of ‘I bite them’, the student has only found I to mean ho’,
has not identified the verb or its object, which is strange since the student was keen to try in previous
questions guessing what they or them was. Perhaps the student sees the grammar as working similar
to English where its nominative-accusative SVO order, so the idea of a:w being ‘them’ when the
student wrote it to mean ‘they’ was incomprehensible. The student gets 1 for correctly identifying the
subject. A 3 cannot be issued because there is no evidence to suggest the student deliberately left
blanks to show that grammatical structure, it just seems like the student wrote ho’ + whatever else.
I would like to note for 8.2e, two different marking schemes have been given, which complicate the
issue. If you see a marking scheme that suggests alternative ways of marking, the consensus is that
either one of them is permissible, so take your pick. In regards to the answer however, 8.2e) continues
to destroy patterns I’ve envisaged in the student’s thinking. The student has wrote a:ne’anapkä for
the translation of ‘they are tying it up’ when the answer is pehe’ana:we. It is difficult to see what was
going through the student’s mind with this one. Lack of understanding for tenses explains the nap+kä
instead of na:we, but it’s strange that the student even got that far considering their answers to 8.2b
and c). ne’a is considered to be the verb stem, or ne + ‘a where ‘a is the verb stem and ne is the tense
present particle which is a new tactic and is bizarre, and a: is used, supposedly for ‘they’ but not a:wa:
as was written in other questions. I think at this point it’s a bit pointless to assume some logical
underpinning for these answers, and we can just attribute it to guesswork at its finest. I will do two
analyses: a:+ne+’a+nap+kä and a:+ne’a+nap+kä. The first makes no sense because there is a past and
present marker, so should be discarded, the second scores 0, so we take 0 as a final answer (wrong
subject, wrong verb, wrong ergative, nap instead of na: or na:we, and wrong past tense marker, kä
instead of we or nothing).
In total the student gets 12/39 (scoring 0 for 8.3 and 8.4 because they are blank). What did you get?
How close was it? This kind of analysis shows you how deep you can go into your marking. The good
news is you have seen probably the hardest marking examples from 2022, so everything else should
be smooth sailing. The analysis shows how to think about student’s answers, covering a wide range of
scenarios, and that preconceived ideas about a student’s work or guessing their thought process may
not help at all (since I had to draft and redraft and cancel a lot of ideas on ‘why a student gave these
answers’ in my analysis. Sometimes a student does not follow a logically sound approach to problem
solving). However, to identify what is understood and what is misunderstood by the student can help
guide your thinking in times when there are grey areas. So congratulations! You are now a marking
guru, and you can take what you’ve learnt here and apply it to your own papers! Good luck!
UKLO Marker and Editor, 2022

